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PREMISE
This thesis presents my involvement with art,
flowers, and plants in a span of time in my life.
There is no real beginning or end, just a progression
of interrelated steps. I have tried to tell it as
I see it and live it, mainly through my art along with
a few words .
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STATEMENT
For more than ten years I have been painting
and drawing flowers. My involvement with plants has
been great, and, as a child, I grew up in a garden.
Many of my leisure and working hours were spent at
florists and in greenhouses.
Flowers were and are very much a part of my
life. Flowers have a language all of their own al
though few people know it. Each flower has its own
symbolic meaning, and every human sentiment is repre
sented by its own floral emblem, A very charming and
interesting method of communicating thought (as was
very common in medieval times) is through the language
of flowers, their meanings and sentiments being under
stood by the parties who present them.
When flowers are given, there is seldom need
to say more. Flowers are given for all occasions and
for no occasion. Most flowers are beautiful and are
adored by almost everyone.
Often people inquire why I paint flowers? I
simply reply that I like them, but there is much more
to it than that. I have compiled a dictionary, for
my own use, of the language
of flowers, and I have
used the various meanings of the language of flowers
in my work. These meanings can also be traced in the
history of painting and art.
This dictionary of flower^: meanings should
only be taken as an informative guide and never as
a literal definition in the interpretation of a painting
or art. I say painting or art, but in reality the
meanings apply to all flowers and plants as they occur
throughout life.
Because flowers are beautiful and meaningful
to me, I paint them. I enjoy the presence of plant
life and looking at flowers while I paint. My art
imitates Nature, in the sense that I try to work as
she works and not to merely reproduce her appearance,
I use Nature to express what I want to say, what I
have to say.
My extensive work with flowers and plants
prompted me to think about their true significance.
Flowers are more than the beautiful bouquet in the
vase sitting in one's room or the blooms in one's
garden. The most significant aspect of the flower
is that it is the sex organ of the plant and, as such,
it is essential for the plant's reproduction. Almost
every plant has some type of flower to reproduce itself.
Every living being on this Earth depends directly or
indirectly on plants for existence. Thus, in turn,
it can be said that all life, as we know it, depends
on the flower for its own existence. Flowers are
the beginning and the end of all life. For this reason,
no one should casually dismiss flowers as a trivial
aspect of his life but should realize their signifi
cance in the continuing process of life.
As the sex organ of the plant, the flower is
designed to facilitate its pollination. The brightly
colored petals of some flowers attract insects, birds,
or animals to help in their pollination. The scent
of the flower, its fragrance, is only present until
the flower has had its orgasm or has been pollinated.
The purpose of this fragrance or sex smell of the
flower is to help attract insects to its organ to
complete its reproduction process. The reason that
night -blooming plants are especially fragrant is that
their pollination occurs only during the night. One
can compare the flower's fragrance to the odor of
a female dog in heat. Both serve a similar purpose
in the continuation of the species, that is, to
attract the pollinating agent in the case of flowers
and to attract the male in the case of the animal.
Most people praise a flower for its beauty
in terms of its fragrance, its color, or its form
rather than in terms of the sex organ of the plant.
Very few people look at a flower and see what it
really is or what it is really saying. I believe
that in the United States flowers have been given
a personal connotation. While they are personal,
their meaning is much more extensive. A plant's
struggle for life is great. To see the bloom on a
olant is a joyous sight, for now life, all life,
has a chance to carry on. This joy is more universal
than personal. However, when one gives a flower, which
represents part of life, one's own life, the joy ex
perienced is very personal. I think the joys of
life need to be seen more.
I have done much research on the symbolic
meaning of flowers and plants, and, I believe, I have
compiled the most complete collection of meanings.
As long as flowers are given from one person to
another i and, as long as floriculturists, horticul
turists, and botanists continue to develop new
flowers and plants, this list will continue to grow.
Today there are few people who
know of or
care about the meanings of flowers. I believe
people
must become more sensitive to their
surroundings and
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Nature before any flower or plant can be really mean
ingful to them. F. T. D.'s famous saying, "Say it with
Flowers,"
is helping people to become aware of the
many sentiments which can be expressed through flowers.
The high price of food today is encouraging a large
number of people to cultivate their own gardens j as
a result, many people are learning about the wonders
of plant life. Through plants and flowers people
are coming back to the Earth, to the natural, and, I
believe, will again be speaking with the aid of flowers.
It
FOREWORD TO THE DICTIONARY
This dictionary of the language of flowers
and plants should only be taken as an informational
guide and never as a literal definition in the inter
pretation of the symbolic meanings of flowers by humans.
There are many meanings for each flower or
plant. Since some of the meanings are often contra
dictory, it is up to the one who presents the flower
to clarify the intended meaning. For example, a
cyclamen means death} it also means life. It would
be inappropriate to give a mother of a newborn baby
a cyclamen without an accompanying note expressing an
appropriate message, such as, Best
wishes for a long
and happy
life.'
However, if you give the mother of
a newborn a bouquet of daisies, a note would be un
necessary because all of the meanings
of daisies are
appropriate for such an occasion. The flower which
has several meanings derives its intended meaning
through the manner in which it is given.
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A Dictionary of the Language, Sentiment,
Symbols, and Meanings of Flowers as translated by
Humans .
A charming and interesting method of commun
icating thought is by the aid of flowers, their lan
guage and sentiment being understood by the parties
who present them.
There is a language, "little known",
Lovers claim it as their own,
Its symbols smile upon the land,
Wrought by Nature's wonderous hand;
And in their silent beauty speak,
Of life and joy, to those who seek
For Love Divine and sunny hours
In the language of the flowers*
J.W.L.
* Page 1 - The Language of Flowers, Michael Joseph Ltd.
England, 1970.
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Abat ina : fickleness .
Acacias chaste love.
Acacia Blossom: beauty in retirement and platonic
love; bad luck gift to a woman.
Acacia, Pink: elegance.
Acacia, Yellow: secret love.
Acanthus: the fine arts; artifice.
Achillea Millofolia: war.
Aconite (Wolfbane): misanthropy; poisonous words;
symbol of crime.
Aconite Crowfoot: lustre.
Acorn: life and immortality.
Ado ins: sorrowful remembrance; after dark days come
bright; recollection of life's pleasure; symbol
of wealth; fortune; longevity plant.
African Marigold: vulgar minds.




Almond: stupidity; indiscretion, virginity, fruit-
fulness; symbol of happy marriage.
Almond Blossom: Bible, awakening and revival; widely
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used motif in sacred carvings; blessed
assurance.
Almond, Flowering: hope; constancy; watchfulness;
Bible, the budding of Arron's rod, in Num
bers 17, 1-8, which became a symbol of the
virgin birth of Mary.
Almond Laurel: perfidy.
Almond Tree: tree of heaven.
Almond Twins: love charms; symbol of good luck.
Aloe: grief; affection; wisdom; integrity.
Alyssum or Sweet Alyssum: worth beyond beauty.
Althaea Frutex: persuasion.
Amaranth: immortality; unfading love; constancy;
fidelity; faith; my love will never fade or
die.
Amaranth Cockscomb: foppery; affection.
Amaranth Globe: unchangeable.





American Starworth: welcome to a stranger; cheerful




Anemone Field: sickness; Anemone means wind in Greek,
suggests love; refusal; abandonment; go away,
Bible, lily of the field; crucifixion; truth.
Anemone Garden: forsaken; illness.
Angelica: inspiration.
Angrec: royalty.
Anthurium: symbolizes the heart; is symbol from
Luther's coat of arms.
Apocynum: deceit.
Apple: temptation; perpetual concord; peace be with
you; good luck gift; Bible: since sin entered
the world when Eve tasted of the forbidden
fruit, pictured in art as the apple, the
same fruit sometimes is used to symbolize
the Virgin Mary, whose S.->n took away the
curse of sin; evil.
Apple Blossom: preference.
Apple Pine: perfection.
Apple Thorn: deceitful charms; you are poison;
devil's herb.
Apricot: Bible, distrust; doubt.
Apricot Blossom: timid love; emblem of female sex.
Arbor Infelix: tree of crucifixion.
Arbor Vitae: unchanging friendship; tree of life.
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Arbutus or Mayflower: thee only do I love; hardihood;
better days to come; praise.
Artemisia Leaf: symbol of dignity.
Arum or Wake Robin: adore.
Ash Leaved Trumpet Flower: separation.
Ash Mountain: prudence.
Ash Tree: grandeur; tree of life; Genesis tree.
Aspen Tree: lamentation; fear.
Asphodel: languor; regret; symbol of death; my
regrets follow you to the grave.
Aster, China: patience; variety; jealousy; after
thought; I shall fight against fate; elegance;
daintiness; talisman of love.
Aster, Double: I partake your sentiments.
Aster, Single: I will think of it.
Auricula: painting.
Auricula, Green Edged: importune me not.
Auricula, Scarlet: avarice.
Azaleas temperance; emblem of devotion and brotherly
love; moderation; fragile; ephemeral passion;
emblem of womanhood.
Azalea, Indian: true to the end.
Bachelor's Buttons: hope; single blessedness;
devotion.
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Balm; sympathy; love; symbol of rejuvenation.
Balm Gentle; pleasantry.
Balm of Gilead: cure relief.
Balsam: impatience.
Balsam, Red; touch me not.
Bamboo; constancy in friendship; resilience; strength
through yielding; openheartedness ; endurance;
long life; happiness; family loyalty; scholar
ly gentleman; candidness; devotion.
Bamboo Shoots: filial piety.
Banana Tree: birth; life tree of tropics.
Barberry; petulance; ill temper.
Barley: symbol of poverty or jealousy; Bible,




Basil: hatred; in Italy symbolizes love.
Bay Leaf; I change but in death; Bible, death.
Bay Tree; glory; resurrection.
Bay Wreath: reward of merit.
Bean; in ancient days immortality; transmigration;
magic; mysticism.
Bean, Black: signified no vote.
Bean, White: signified yes vote.





Begonia: dark thoughts; beware; I am fanciful.
Bell Adonna: silence; I bring you bad luck; fatal
gift to a man.
Bell Flower, White: gratitude.
Belvedere: I declare against you.
Betony: surprise.
Bilberry: treachery.
Bindweed, Great or Morning Glory: insinuation;
coquette; busybody; passing attachment with
out consequence.
Bindweed, Small: humility.
Birch: meekness; light, fertility.
Bundle of Birch: union; strength.
Birdsfoot Trefoil: revenge.




Black Thorne: difficulty; austerity; there are many
obstacles to our love; bad luck gift to a
woman.
Black-eyed Susan: friendliness.
Bleeding Hearts or Love-Lies Bleeding: sacrifice;
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hopeless, not heartless; sympathy; fidelity
in misfortune.
Blue Bottle (Centaury) : delicacy.
Blueberry: Bible, prayer.
Blue Bell: constancy; delicacy; humility; emblem of
Saint George.
Blue-Flowered Greek Valerian: rapture.
Bonus Henricus: goodness.
Bo Tree: meditation; perfection.
Borage: bluntness ; courage.
Bouquet of Withered Flowers: token of rejected love,
Boxwood: stoicism; represents abiding grace and
prosperity of the Church of God; firmness;
stoicism in adversity; I never change.
Bramble: lowliness; envy; remorse; jealousy; bad
luck gift to a woman.
Branch of Currants: you please all.
Branch of Thorns: severity rigour.
Bridal Rose: happy love.
Brier: solitude; thoughtfulness; courage; strength;
bad luck gift to a woman.
Broom (Planta -Genista) : neatness; humility; strength
and tenacity; ardor.
Broom Butcher's: activity; cleanliness.
Buck Bean: calm; repose.
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Buck Eye: luxury? health; good luck charm for a man.
Bugloss: falsehood.
Bulrush: docility; loneliness.
Bundle of Reeds with their Panicles: music.
Burdock: importunity; touch me not; boredom.
Butter Cup: childishness; ingratitude; riches;
mockery; sarcasm; ingratitude; spite.
Butterfly Orchid: gaiety.
Butterfly Weed: let me go.
Cabbage: profit.
Cacalia: adulation.
Cactus: warmth; bravery; endurance; fairy's hand;
bad luck to a pregnant woman.
Calendula (Pot Marigolds): jealousy; heartache.
Calla: magnificent beauty.
Calceolaria: keep this for my sake.
Calycanthus: benevolence.
Camellia: contentment; domesticity; chastity; per
fection; steadfastness; I shall love you
always; good luck gift to a man; symbol of
sudden death; aristocratic flower,
Camillia, Red: loveline,
Camillia, White; unpretending excellence.
Camomile: courage; energy in adversity; initiative;
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ingenuity.





Canterbury Bell: acknowledgement; constancy; warning;
emblem of Saint Thomas.
Cardamine: paternal error.
Cardinal Flower: distinction; preferment; splendor.
Carnations courage is the thought emanating from its
lovely heart; pure and deep love; fidelity;
courage; for the sick, "Be strong and of
good
courage" (Joshua 1:6); German poets
used the carnation as a symbol of the Virgin;
it suggests first love and is now used as the
symbol of Mother's day.
Carnation, Pink: emblem of Mother's Day.
Carnation, Purple: antipathy; capriciousness.
Carnation, Red: alas for my poor heart; admiration,
worldly sentiments.
Carnation, Striped: refusal,
Carnation, White: pure; ardent love; good luck gift
to a woman.
Carnation, Yellow: disdain; rejection.
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Cassia Tree: world tree and tree of life.
Catchfly: snare.
Catchfly, Red: youthful love.
Catchfly, White: betrayed.
Cat Tail: peace; prosperity.
Cedar: strength; vigorous steadfastness; un
corruptible faith; occasionally represents
God's ability to weaken the strong; nobility;
incorruptibility; Bible, steadfastness in
the faith; prosperity; long life.
Cedar Leaf: I live for thee.
Cedar of Lebanon: incorruptible.
Celandine: joys to come.
Cerebus, Creeping: modest genius.
Champigon: suspicion.
Checquered, Fritillary: persecution.
Cherry -Apple Blossom: emblem of feminine beauty;
symbol of peace; concord.
Cherry Blossom: symbolizes friendliness; symbol of
good education; wealth; prosperity.
Cherry Branches: chivalry and manly virtue.
Cherry Trees good education.
Cherry Tree Winter: deception.
Cherry Twins; good luck; lover's charm.
Chestnuts luxury; independence; injustice; bad luck
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to a woman.
Chestnut Tree; do me justice.
Chickweed; rendezvous (meeting place),
Chicbry; frugality.
China Rose: beauty always new.
Christmas Rose (Helleborus Niger) t relieve my anxiety;
unselfish love; it represents the nativity;
Christmas Rose has been adopted as the holy
symbol because it blooms at Christmas time.
Chrysanthemums cheerfulness; national flower of
Japan where it symbolizes fruitfulness ; long
life; a heart left to desolation; optimism;
rest; ease; happiness.
Chrysanthemum, Chinese s cheerfulness under adversity.
Chrysanthemum, Large s reliability and constancy.
Chrysanthemum, Red; I love.
Chrysanthemum, Smalls dignity with modesty.
Chrysanthemum, White; truth.
Chrysanthemum, Yellow; slighted love.
Cineraria; ever bright.
Cinnamons love; beauty; my fortune is yours.
Cinquefoil; maternal affection.
Circaeas spell.
Cistus or Rock Roses popular favor.
Cistus Gum; I shall die tomorrow.
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Citrons beauty with ill humour.
Clarkias will you dance with me?
Clematis s mental beauty; hardihood; ruggedness;
artifice; ingenuity; good luck gift to a
woman ,
Clematis, Evergreen: poverty,
Cloves: dignity; restrain; I love you secretly.
Clover: fertility; domestic virtue; symbol of
Trinity; good luck gift to a woman; in a
four-leaf clover-- one leaf is for fame, the
second for wealth, the third for a faithful
lover, and the fourth, to bring you glor
ious health.
Clover, Five-Leaved: symbol of bad luck.
Clover, Four-Leaved: be mine; good luck.
Clover, Red: industry.
Clover, Three-Leaved: is emblematic of Trinity.
Clover, White: think of me; I promise.
Cobed: gossip.
Cockscomb, Amaranth: singularity; silliness; foppery.
Colchicum or Meadow Saffron: my best days are past.
Coltsfoot: justice shall be done.
Coconut: endless summer.
Coconut Palm: tropical tree of life; abundance.
Coltsfoots maternal love; care.
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Columbine: folly; cuckoldry; deserted love? fools
staff flower; bad luck gift to a man; re
jected love; Bible, the sacred symbol of the
Holy Ghost; in Italian art it is the flower
of the dove; Flemish painters used it as the
seven gifts of the Holy Ghost.
Columbine, Purple: resolution.
Columbine, Red: anxious and trembling.
Convoloulus, Majors extinguished hopes.
Convoloulus, Minor: night.
Convoloulus, Pink: worth sustained by judicious and
tender affection.
Corchorus: impatient, of absence.
Coreopsis: always cheerful.
Coreopsis, Arkansa: love at first sight.
Coriander: concealed merit.
Corn: riches; corn in church represents the seven
gifts of the Spirit in Renaissance legend;
faith, hope, charity, justice, prudence, tem
perance, and strength; also the Eucharist.
Corn Bottle: delicacy.
Corn Broken: quarrel.
Corn Cockle: duration; innocent charm; daintiness;




Cornucopias symbol of abundance.
Coronella: success crowns your wishes.
Cosmos; modesty; aspiration.
Cotton Blossom; happiness; well being.
Cowslips pensiveness; winning; grace.
Cowslip, American; you are my divinity.
Crab Apple Blossoms ill nature.




Crocus; cheerfulness; abuse not; spring greeting;
attachment; Bible, joy; divine authority.
Crocus, Saffron; mirth.
Crocus, Spring; youthful gladness.
Crownhills envy.
Crown Imperials majesty power.
Crown of Thorns s symbol of martyrdom; Bible, the
suffering Saviour; a passion symbol.
Crowsfoots ingratitude.
Cuckoo Pint; ardour.
Cudweeds never ceasing remembrance.
Currants: you please all; I am worthy of you.
Cuscutas meanness.
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Cyclamens death; diffidence; life; grief; sorrow;
resignation; good-bye; bad luck gift to a
woman .
Cypress s death; despair; mourning; emblem of grace
and joy; Bible, hope of immortality; peace;
heaven and hope.
Daffodils regard; unregretted love; benevolence;
prosperity; joy; untiring devotion; glory of
spiritual spring in the heart; Emblem of the
Annunciation; flower of Easter.
Daffodil. Great Yellows chivalry.
Dahlia: instability; dignity; elegance; gratitude;
treachery; sterility; misrepresentation; many
words but no soul.
Dahlia, Single: good taste.
Daisy (Marguerite): reserve; gentleness; purity in
thought; loyal love; good luck gift to a woman;
Bible, the Christ Child's innocence; youth;




Daisy, Garden: I share your sentiment.
Daisy, Ox Eye: a token.




Daisy, Wild or Field: I will think of it; sympathy;
youth.
Damask Rose: ambassador of love.
Dandelion: oracle; coquetry; passion; one of the
bitter herbs of Passover; passion of Christ;
wisdom; love; faithful to you.
Dandelion Ripe Head Seeds Flying: gossip.
Daphne Odoras painting the lily.
Darnel: vice.
Date Palm; tree of life; abundance; sacred emblem
of Judea; symbol of fecundity.
Dead Leaves: sadness; melancholy; autumn.
Delphinium (Larkspur) : continuing well being.
Delphinium, Blue: heaven.
Dew Plant: a serenade.
Dianthus: symbol of divine love.
Dills Scripture refers to the plant as an anise.
Diosma: uselessness.
Dittany of Crete: birth.
Dittany, White: passion.
Docks patience,
Dodder of Thyme: baseness.
Dog Grass; war; death.
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Dogsbane: deceit; falsehood.
Dog Wood: durability; it is said that this was the
tree on which Christ was crucified; emblem
of Jesus Christ; continuity; love in adver
sity.
Dog Wood Blossom: from Latin cross, thus symbolizes





Edelweiss: daring; noble courage; purity; immortality.
Eglantine or Sweet Briar: poetry. ..I wound to heal;
spring.
Elderberry Blossom: humility; kindness; compassion;
zeal.
Elder Trees Bible, zeal.
Elm: dignity; tree of the fairies; tree of divination.




Evening Primulas inconstancy; fickleness.
Evergreens poverty; life everlasting; Bible, immor
tality of the soul.
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Evergreen Thorn: solace in adversity.
Everlasting Flower: attachment; constancy; always
yours; good luck gift to a woman.
Everlasting Peas lasting pleasure; an appointed
meeting; sweet; constant memory.
Fennel: worthy of all praise.
Fern: sincerity; grace; frankness.
Fern, Flowering: fascination.
Ficoides Ice Plant: your looks freeze me.
Fig: argument; peace, abundance; tree of heaven;
wisdom; integrity; Bible, sometimes lust;
sometimes peace; prosperity; fruitfulness ;
fidelity; fertility.
Fig}Dried: emaciation; sterility; bad luck gift to
a woman,
Fig^Marigold: idleness.
Filix-Mas: confidence; fascination; good luck gift
to a woman; lucky hands; occultism; power.
Firs choice; boldness; fidelity; integrity; ingenuity;
lasting affection; eternity; good luck gift
to a departing friend.
Flax: fate; domestic; industry; I feel your kindness.
Flax-Leaved Golden Locks s tardiness.
Fleur-de-Liss flame; flame of light; life; power--
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symbol of French royalty; Bible, the heraldic
flower of the Middle Ages, commonly accepted
as derived from the lily, and a symbol of the
Blessed Virgin; symbol of purity.
Fleur-de-Luce: fire.
Flowers: Bible, beauty; loveliness.
Flowering Reed: confidence in heaven.




Forget -Me -Not: true love; do not forget; hope; con
stancy; faithful love; undying memory; good
luck gift to a woman.
Forsythia: submissiveness.
Fox Glove: insincerity; treacherous magnif icience;
you are beautiful but careless.
Foxtail Grass: sporting.
Frankincense: divine love.
French Honeysuckle; rustic beauty.
French Willow: bravery and humanity.
Frog Ophryss disgust.
Frililary Cheequered: persecution.
Fuchsia: taste; frugality; amiability; anxiety;
confiding love.
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Fullers Jeaslls misanthropy; importunity,
Fumitorys spleen.
Fungus s everlasting life.
Furze or Gorses enduring affection; cheerfulness
in adversity; my thoughts for you are like




Garden Ranunculus: you are rich in attractions.
Garden Sage: esteem.
Garland of Roses: reward of virtue.
Gardenia: represents chastity and feminity; feminine
charm; sensitiveness; I love you in secret;
good luck gift to a man,
Geranium, Dark: melancholy.
Geranium, Ivy: bridal favour.
Geranium, Nutmeg: an expected meeting.
Geranium, Oak Leaved: true friendship.
Geranium, Pencil Leaved: indemnity.
Geranium, Rose or Pink: preference.
Geranium, Scarlets comforting; silliness.
Geranium, Silver Leaved s recall.
Geranium, Wild: steadfast piety; constancy; avail
ability; I desire to please.
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Gilly Flower or Gilli Flowers lasting beauty; bonds
of affection; gilly flower in Medieval days
was probably the carnation or dianthus; in
modern times, the wall flower or stock;
Bible, a symbol of the Virgin Mary usually
shown growing in a pot and flowering most
profusely; the Annunciation.
Ginsengs strength; longevity; clear judgement;
vigor.
Gladiolus s ready armed; bonds of affection; strength
of character; stately beauty; tempermental;
you pierce my heart; Bible, abundance; gen
erosity; the Incarnation; the taking on of
human form by Jesus, Son of God; sword of
God.
Glory Flower: glorious beauty.
Gloxinia: a proud spirit.
Goat's Rue: reason.
Goldenrod: precaution; encouragements treasure;
good fortune.
Gooseberry; anticipation.
Gourd; extent; bulk; Bible, signified death and
resurrection.
Grapes the blood of Christ in Holy Communion; in
art and literature, revelry and joy; a good
3*
luck gift; Bible, the Eucharist on a pole,
the promised land; the Church; unity; twelve
bunches, the Apostles; cluster of grapes on
a running vine, our Lord and his followers.
Grape.Wilds charity.
Grass; utility, submission; bad luck gift to a woman.
Guelder Rose; winter or age.
Hand Flower Trees warming.
Hawk Weeds quick-sightedness.
Hawthorns conjugal union; hope; sweet hope; marriage;
you are my only queen; dedicated to hymen;
good luck gift to a woman; blooms at Christmas
time, it is both a symbol of Jesus Christ
and of his Mother.
Hazels reconciliation.
Hazelnut Trees communication; reconciliation; peace;
tree of wisdom; emblem of Saint Philibert.
Heartsease or Pansy; you occupy my thoughts; happiness
in recollection.
Heaths solitude.
Heather, Purple: beauty in solitude; admiration.
Heather, White: protection from danger; your wish
will come true.
Helenium: tears; woe; you are hurting me; flower
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of Helen of Troy.
Heliotrope; devotion; I adore you; eternal love;
devoted attachment.
Hellebore; scandal; calumny; madness? delirium.
Hemlocks you will be my death; perfidy; death; we




Hibiscus; delicate beauty; short-lived glory; glory.
Holly; am I forgotten? foresight; defence;
I dare not approach; Bible, stands for Christ's
crown of thorns; is associated with Christmas
tradition; good will; Christmas joy.
Holly Herb; enchantment.
Hollyhock; fecundity; ambition; liberality; symbol
of nature.
Honesty; honesty; sincerity; money in all pockets.
Honey Flower; love; sweet and secret.
Honeysuckles bonds of love; sweetness of disposition;
devoted love; affection; generosity; gaiety;
we belong to each other.
Honeysuckle, Corals the color of my fate.
Honeysuckle, Frenchs rustic beauty.
Hop; injustice; destruction; I overcome all
36
difficulties,
Hornbean s ornament .
Horteusia; you are cold.






Hyacinths sport; game; play; faith; rashness; woe;
Bible, power; prudence; peace of mind.
Hyacinth, Blues sorrow.
Hyacinth, Whites unobtrusiveness; loveliness.
Hydrangia; a boaster; heartlessness; conceit; frig
idity; beautiful without scent and fruit;
bad luck gift to a woman.
Hyssop; cleanliness; freshness.
Iceland Mosss breadth.
Ice Plants your looks freeze me; frigidity; heart
lessness,
Impatienss refusal; severed ties; touch me not; you
have offended me.
Imperial Montague; power.
Indian Cress s warlike trophy.
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Indian, Pink Doubles; always lovely.
Indian, Plum; privation.
Iris; could be Fleur-de-Lis; dignity; message; a
message for thee; the lily of antiquity;
power and victory; may you be blessed with
strength and rugged health; health and
vitality; faith; wisdom; valor; hope; light;
eloquence; promise; good luck gift to a
man; Bible, the passion of Christ; symbol of
the celestial queenship of Mary,
Iris, German; flame.
Ivy; friendship; fidelity; marriage; attachment;
eternal friendship; wedded love; I die where
I cling; Bible, eternity; faithfulness; memory.
Ivy Sprig with Tendrils s assiduous to please.
Jack-in-the -Pulpit; ardor; zeal.
Jacobs Ladders come down.
Japan Rose; beauty is your only attraction.
Jasmine: Bible, divine hope; heavenly felicity.
Jasmine, Carolineas separation.
Jasmine, Crapes transport of joy.
Jasmine, Indian; attachment.




Jasmine, Whites amiability; cheerfulness; our love
will be sweet; symbol of womanly sweetness;
precious helpmeet; feminine loveliness.
Job's Tears; repentance; faith.
Jonquils desire; affection returned; violent sym
pathy; have pity on my passion,
Judas Trees unbelief; betrayal.
Junipers succour; protection; resilience; confidence;
initiative; ingenuity.
Justicias the perfection of female loving.
Kennedyas mental beauty.
Kerria; it is never too late to amend; approve.
King-Cups: desire of riches.
Laburnum; forsaken; pensive beauty; refusal; lone
liness; you have broken my heart.









Laurel; glory; successful accomplishment; renown;
I shall conquer you; luck; pride; Bible,
represents triumph and eternity; victory;
reward; good report.




Lavenders distrust; mistrust; constancy; loyalty;
sweetness; undying love; fervent but silent
love; good luck gift to a woman.
Leaves Dead; melancholy.
Leeks dedicated to Saint David.
Lemons zest; symbol of harvest; Bible, love.
Lemon Blossoms; fidelity in love.
Lemon Tree: passion; discretion; luck; pride.
Lent Lilys sweet disposition.
Lettuces cold heartedness.
Lichens dejection; solitude.
Ligudrice, Wild Wort; I declare against you.
Lilac; friendship.
Lilac, Field; humility.
Lilac, Mauve; do you still love me?
Lilac, Pink; youth; acceptance; friction; strife;
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good luck gift to a woman.
Lilac, Purple; first emotions of love.
Lilac, White; youthful innocence; my first dream of
love,
Lily; majesty; modesty; motherhood; good luck gift
to a woman; Bible, Virgin Mary; virginity;
purity; chastity; innocence; heavenly bliss;
the Annunciation; Jesus Christ's human nature;
immortal life; redemption; the Immaculate
Conception; immaculate purity.
Lily, Day; coquetry; emblem of mother.
Lily, Easter; the Resurrection; attribute to the
Archangel Gabriel; life; resurrection; spot
less beauty; purity; approach to a vision of
God; "Blessed are the pure in heart, for
they shall see God"; sweet disposition.
Lily, Madonnas resurrection; Annunciation; dedicated
to the Virgin Mary.
Lily, Orange; hatred; disdain.
Lily, Yellows falsehood; gaiety.
Lily of the Valley; return of happiness; purity;
springtime; sweetness; let us make up;
Bible, humility; symbol of humility is
given the Virgin; Lily of the Valley
thought by some as the Lily of the Field;
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tears of the Virgin Mary.
Lime Tree or Linden: conjugal love; marital virtues.





Locust Tree, Green; affection beyond the grave.
Lotus; purity; eloquence; wisdom; spirtuality;
benignity; truth; perfection; and immortality;
mystery; truth; creation; symbol of heaven;
fruitfulness ; offspring; past, present,
and future.
Lotus Flower, Full-Blown: the Sun; giver of life;
fecundity; resurrection,
Lotus Leaf: recantation.
Love-in-a-Mist; perplexity; hopeless, not heartless.




Magnolias virtue; sweetness; Bible, power; pride.
Magnolia Flower; welcome spring; feminine beauty;
loveliness and virtue; secretly smiling.
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Magnolia, Laurel-Leaved; dignity; Bible, sincere love.
Magno1ia , Swamp s perseverance .
Magnolier: love of nature.
Maidenhair Fern: secret bond of love.
Mallows mildness, delicate beauty; gentle affection;
maternal tenderness; beneficence.
Mallow, Marshs beneficence.
Mallow, Syrian; consumed by love.
Mallow, Venetians delicate beauty.
Manchineel Trees falsehood.
Mandrakes horror; devils, candle, Bible, conception;
fruitfulness .
Maples reserve; faithfulness to the end; retirement.
Maple Leaves; symbol of Autumn; lover's Valentine.
Marigolds relative of the carnation: obedience;
grief; despair; bereavement; chagrin; dis
quietude; sorrow; what is the matter with
you? Bible, the Virgin; symbol of All Souls
Day; "Well done, thou good and faithful servant.




Marigold, African; vulgar minds.
Marigold, French; jealousy.




Marjorams blushes; comfort; consolation; kindness;
courtesy; mascot flower for lovers.
Marvel of Peru; timidity; flame of love.
Mayflower s welcome .
Meadow Lychnis s wit.
Meadow Saffron: my best days are past; our pleasant
days are over; let us separate; bad luck gift
to a woman.
Meadow Sweet; uselessness.
Mecca Balsams improvement; cure; Bible, balm of
Gilead.




Mezereons desire to please.
Michaelmas Daisys after thought.
Mignonettes your qualities surpass your charms;
modesty; hidden beauty.
Milfoil; war; disputes; quarrels.
Milkvetch; your presence softens my pains.
Milkweed; hope in misery.
Milk Wort: hermitage.
Miniosa (Sensitive Plant): sensitiveness; daintiness;
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be careful, do not hurt me.
Mint; virtue; violent love; consolation.
Mistletoe; I surmount difficulties; I surmount
everything; peace; welcome; stolen sweets
are sweetest; affection; Love; good luck
gift to a woman.
Mock Orange: counterfeit.
Molucca Bean: good luck charm.
Monkshood: helmet flower; chivalry; knight-errantry.
Moon Wort: forgetfulness .
Morning Glorys coquetry; affectation; farewell;
departure; symbol of mortality.
Moschatal: weakness.
Moss; maternal love; charity; nothing more, bad luck
gift to a woman.
Mosses; ennui.
Mossy (Soxifrage)s affection.
Mother Worts concealed love.
Mountain Ashs prudence; I watch over you; antidote;
mercy; tree against magic; sorcery.
Mountain Clovers fecundity; conquest; victory.
Mourning Brides unfortunate attachment; lost all
I have.
Mouse-eared Chickweed; ingenuous simplicity.
Mouse-eared Scorpion Grass: forget me not.
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Moving Plant: agitation.
Mud Wort: happiness; tranquility.
Mulberry Staff: mourning for a mother.
Mulberry Tree, Black; I shall not survive you.
Mulberry Tree, White: wisdom; immortality; industry;
comfort of home.
Mullein: herb of love.
Mushroom: suspicion; wisdom; integrity.
Musk Plant: weakness; capricious beauty.
Mustard Seed: indifference; Bible, creative faith,
Myrobalahs privation.
Myrrh : gladness .
Myrtle: love; immortality; peace; justice; joy;
mirth; emblem of marriage; flower of the
Tabernacle; Bible, messianic promises this
is a symbol of unspotted maidenhood is given
to the Virgin in works of art, because of her
undefiled life and character.
Nandina: sacred; heavenly bamboo; symbol of clean
air; gift of purification.
Narcissus: mirth; joy; egotism-self love; prosperity;
benevolence; devotion; conceit; good fortune;
emblem of winter; emblem of formality; Bible,
vanity or self love.
Narcissus, Doubles female ambition.
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Nasturtiums patriotism; splendor; individual; con
quest; victory in battle.
Nemophila: I forgive you.
Nettle: common stinging; you are cruel; you break
my heart; bad luck gift to a woman.
Nettle, Burning: slander.
Nettle Tree: conceit.
Night Blooming Cereus: transcendent beauty.
Night Convelvulus: night.
Nightshade: falsehood.
Nuts: you are cracked; bad luck gift to a woman.
Oak: force; Bible, strength; endurance; eternity;
virtue ; forgiveness .
Oak Leaves: bravery; token of heroism; victory.
Oak Tree: hospitality; stability tree of life;
celestial tree of the Druids; symbol of mas
culine strength.
Oak, White: independence.
Oats: the witching soul of music.
Oleander: beware; danger; beauty; grace.
Olive: peace; Bible, peace; heaven; hope.
Olive Branch; safe travel; peace; reconciliation;
emblem of the Archangel Gabriel.
Olive Tree: fidelity; fruitfulness ; emblem of studious
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pursuit.
Orange Blossoms: bridal festivities; your purity
equals your loveliness; virginity; innocence;
I shall not sin; marriage; fruitfulness ;
eternal love; chastity.
Orange Fruit; the world happiness; prosperity; New
Year's goodwill gift.
Grange Trees generosity; fecundity.
Orchid: love; beauty, nobility; purity; modesty;
flower of magnificence; I await your favors;




Our Lady's Bedstraws symbol of the Nativity.
Ox Eyes patience; dedicated to Saint John the
Baptist.
Palms victory; eternal peace; conquest; success;
symbol of martyrdom; emblem of Palm Sunday;
dignity; felicity; emblem of retirement; Bible,
peace; heaven; hope; victory; spiritual
victory; martyrdom; victory over sin and
death; immortality.
Palm Tree; creative power; peace; emblem of Judea.
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Pansy (Heartsease): thoughts; remembrance; circum
spection; good luck gift to a man; inquisitive
thinking; Bible, humility; the Trinity; emblem
of Trinity Sunday.
Pansy, Purple; you occupy ray thoughts.
Parma, Violet: let me love you.
Parsley: festivity.
Pasque Flower: you have no claims; emblem of Easter,
Passion Flower: religious superstition; faith; piety;
symbol of passion; emblematic of Christ's
suffering; the ten petals show ten Apostles
who did not deny or betray Christ. The rays
within the flower show the crown of thorns.
The five stamens signify the five wounds of
Jesus on the cross. The three styles stand
for the nails. The tendrils stand for the
cords with which Christ was bound, and the
leaf stands for a spear; Passion flower,
modern church origin, its central column
represents the column of the scourging.
The ovary is shaped like the hammer used to
drive the nails. The three styles each with
roughly rounded heads, are the nails. Five
stamens, symbolical of the five wounds. The
rays within the flower form a nimbus, symbolical
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of our Lord's divine glory. The leaf is
shaped like the spear which pierced His heart.
The ten petals represent the ten Apostles who
forsook Him and fled, leaving only Judas the
traitor, and Saint John, who followed Him and
stood beside His cross. The flower is said
to bloom but three days, representing the time
which our Christ lay in the tomb.
Patience Dock: patience.
Paulownia: justice; benevolence.
Pea: happy marriage; fertility.
Pea, Everlasting: an appointed meeting; lasting
pleasure.
Pea, Sweet: departure; everlasting pleasures,
Peach: your qualities like your charms are unequalled;
fruit of eternal life; good luck gift to a
man; Bible, wisdom.
Peach Blossom: I am your captive; bridal hope; gen
erosity; feminine softness; matrimony; emblem
of springtime; Bible, longlife.
Peach Stone: good luck charm for children.
Peach Tree: tree of the fairy fruit; emblem of immor
tality.
Pears; affection; human heart; badge of actors and
musicians; Bible, the Virgin (rare symbol);
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Christ's love.
Pear Blossom: delicate beauty; purity; benevolent
justice; health; hope; longevity,
Pear Tree; comfort; wise justice; good government.
Pelargonium: eagerness.
Pelargonium, Red: her smile the soul of withery.
Pelargonium, White; gracefulness.
Pentstemon: pleasure without alloy.
Pennypoyal: flee away.
Peony: shame; bashfulness; ostentation; anger; in
Orient symbol of wealth; prosperity; rank;
good fortune; dignity; stability; plant of
healing; gay life; happy marriage; virility.
Peppermint: warmth of feeling.
Periwinkel: sweet memories; unerring devotion.
Periwinkle, Blue: early friendship.
Periwinkle, White: pleasures of memory.
Persea Trees symbol of fame.
Persicarias restoration.
Persimmons bury me amid Nature's beauties; symbol of
joy; emblem of victory.
Peruvian Heliotrope: devotion.





Philodendron: the loving tree.




Pine: conjugal contentment; pity; unswerving loyalty;
power to withstand adversity; boldness;
friendship; stability; strong old age; fidelity;
Bible, symbol of the Church.
Pineapple: you are perfect.
Pine Cones life; fecundity.
Pine Needles Twins: faithfulness; conjugal love.
Pine Upright Branch: young man of endurance.
Pine Upright Rugged Branch: vigorous man growing old
gracefully.
Pine Pitch: philosophy.
Pine Spruces hope in adversity.
Pink; boldness; symbol of the five senses.
Pink, Indian, Double: always lovely.
Pink, Indian, Single: aversion.
Pink, Mountain: aspiring.
Pink, Red, Double: pure and ardent love.
Pink, Single: pure love.
Pink, Variegated: refusal.
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Pink, White: ingeniousness ; talent; refusal; departure.
Pink, Yellow: disdain; rejection.
Plane Tree; genious; magnificence.
Plantains symbol of self-education.
Plums longevity; friendship; Bible, fidelity.
Plum Blossom: purity of character; spirit of woman
hood; hardihood; constancy of an ideal friend;
courage undaunted by difficulties; duty through
hardship; courage; life more abundant; virtue
triumphant; keep your promises; beauty; long
evity; happiness; marriage; emblem of winter
and spring.
Plum Branch Blossoming, Broken Off s love returned for
evil.
Plum, Indians privation.
Plum Tree; fidelity; Taoist tree; longevity; patience;
perseverance.
Plum Wilds independence.
Poinsettia; represents fertility and eternity; is a
symbol of Christmas festival; joy; messianic
promise.
Poinsettia Whites the purity of the Virgin Mary; joy.
Polyanthus; pride of riches.
Polyanthus, Crimsons the heart's mystery.
Polyanthus, Lilac; confidence.
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Pomegranate; foolishness; life; fecundity; hopeful
future; good luck gift to a woman; badge of
Catherine of Aragon; Bible, fertility of the
Christian Church because of its many seeds;
the resurrection of Jesus Christ; royalty;
the Church; hope; unity of the Church; the
Virgin Mary.
Pomegranate Flower; mature elegance; symbol of pros
perity; Bible, hope and immortality.
Pomegranate's Red Juice; symbolizes blood associated
with re -birth; immortality; represents the
blood of murder and the broken maidenhead.
Poplar, Black: courage.
Poplar, White: time; benevolence.
Poppy: peace; fertility; eternal sleep; oblivion;
imagination; dreaminess.
Poppy, Orientals silence.
Poppy, Reds allied soldiers of World
War-- who met
death amid red poppies of Flanders; conso
lation.
Poppy, Scarlets fantastic extravagance.
Poppy, Whites sleep my bane; oblivion.
Potato; benevolence.
Prickley Pear: satire.
Pride of China; dissension.
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Pussy Willows symbol of Easter; emblem of spring.
Pyrethrums I am not changed; they wrong me,
Pyrus Japonied: fairies fire.
Quaker Grass s agitation.
Quamoclits busy body.
Queen's Rockets you are the queen of coquette passion.
Quinces temptation.
Raggid Robbins wit; curiosity; dandyism.
Ragwort: I am humble but proud.
Ranunculus; you are radiant with charms.
Ranunculus, Gardens you are rich in alterations.
Ranunculus, Wilds ingratitude.
Raspberry s remorse.
Red Catchfly; youthful love.
Reeds music; complaisance music.
Reed, Split; indiscretion.




Rocket; advice; lust; vanity.
Rohdea: green for ten thousand years; happy retirement,
Rose; Queen of all flowers; love is the rose's general
meaning; every rose has its thorns; a sign of
homage; symbol for the guest of the inaccess
ible; virtue. Bible, symbol of the promised
Messiah; the widespread popularity of the de
votion of the Rosary has been influential in
perpetuation of this symbol, and has estab
lished a symbolical use of white roses for the
Joyful Mysteries, red roses for the Sorrowful
Mysteries, and yellow or golden roses for the
Glorious Mysteries; the red rose, love and
martyrdom; a symbol of the blood of Christ's
passion; the white rose, purity and joy; the
white or pink rose is the common symbol of the
Virgin Mary; love "Beyond, let us love one
another for love is God;... (John 4;7); spirit
uality; the Immaculate Conception.
Rose, Austrian: thou are
all that is lovely.
Rose Bud; beauty; youth; your ignorance of love is
sweet.
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Rose, Cabbage; ambassador of love.
Rose, Carolina; love is dangerous,
Rose, Champion; only you deserve my love.
Rose, Charles le Fieuree; speak low if you speak love.
Rose, Chinas beauty always new.
Rose, Crown: reward of virtue; a pledge of love;
sign of joy; abandon; bestowed on the vic
torious soldier or winner of a poetic contest.
Rose, Daily; thy smile I aspire to.
Rose, Damask: brilliant complexion.
Rose, Deep Red: bashful shame.
Rose, Dog: pleasure and pain; love; poetry; hope;
fear; you have enchanted me.
Rose, Full Blown: I love you.
Roses Full-Blown Bouquet: token of gratitude.
Rose Full Blown Placed Over Two Buds: secrecy.
Rose, Gloire de Diction; a messenger of love.
Rose, Guelder: winter age.
Rose, Hundred -Leaved; pride.
Rose, Japan; beauty is your only attraction.
Rose, John Hopper: encouragement.
Rose La France; meet me by moon light.




Rose, Moss, Bud; confession of love; superiority;
pleasure.
Rose, Mundi; variety.
Rose, Musks capricious beauty.
Rose, Musk, Clusters charming.
Rose, Nephitos: infatuation.
Rose of Jericho; symbol of Resurrection.
Rose-on-Soleil: white rose within a sunburst.
Rose, Pink; our love is perfect happiness.
Rose, Red: love desire; may you be pleased and your
sorrows mine; flower of Eros and Cupid;
emblem of the martyrs; good luck gift to a
woman.
Rose, Red, Bud: pure and lovely; I love you.
Rose, Single; simplicity.
Rose, Tea: our love will be fruitful.
Rose, Thornless: early attachment.
Rose, Unique: call me not beautiful.
Rose, White; I am worthy of you; silence; purity;
joy; charm; innocence; you are so pure and
lovely; symbol of secrecy; good luck gift
to a woman.
Rose White and Red Together: unity.
Rose, White, Bud; girlhood; a heart ignorant of love.
Rose, White, Withered s transient impressions.
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Rose, Wilds simplicity; the five petals are seen as
the five joys of the Virgin Mary and a reminder
of the five letters in Maria; modesty; I shall
follow you everywhere.
Rose, Withered s reproach; fleeting beauty.
Rose, Yellow: decrease of love; jealousy; infidelity;
bad luck gift to a woman.
Rose, York and Lancaster; war.
Rosemary; remembrance; constancy; fidelity; loyalty;
enduring love; devotion; your presence re
vives me.
Rudheckia; justice,
Rue: disdain; morals; mercy; magic; witchcraft.
Rue, Wild: I like my independence.
Rush; docility.
Rye Grass (Darnel): vice; changeable disposition.
Saffron; beware of success; beware of excess; luck;
pride.
Saffron, Crocus; mirth.
Saffron, Meadows my happiest days are past.





Saint John's Worts animosity; suspicion; supersti
tion; devil's flight; charm against evil
spirits,
Sakaki Branches; farewell gift to the dead.
Salvia, Blues I think of you.
Salvia, Reds forever thine.
Sanifrage Mossy; affection.
Sardane: irony; scorn; mockery; I laugh at you,
Scabious: unfortunate love.
Scarlet, Lychnis: sunbeaming eyes.
Schinuss religious enthusiasm.
Scilla, Blues forgive and forget.
Scilla, Sibiricas pleasure without allot,




Selam: Persian language of flowers.
Sensitive Plants sensitivity.
Shamrocks light heartedness; Bible, Holy Trinity.
Shooting Star; you are my divinity.
Snail Plants sluggishness; stupidity.
Snakes foots horror.




Snow Drop: hope; consolation; let us wait for better
days; emblem of early spring; Bible, emblem
of purity and of virginity; a symbol of the
Virgin Mary.
Solomon's Seal: concealment j discretion; our secret
will be duly kept.
Soma: vedic plant; god of vegetation.
Sorrel; affection.
Sorrel, Wild: wit ill-timed.
Sorrel, Wood: jest; bantering; joy; maternal tender
ness.
Southernwood; constancy; perseverance; lover's plant.
Spanish Jasmine: sensuality.
Spearmint; warmth of sentiment.





Spider Worts esteem not love.
Spiked Willow Herb: pretension.
Spindle Trees your charms are engraved on my heart;
ineffaceable memory.
Star of Bethlehem: purity; reconciliation.
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Start Wort; after thought.
Start Wort, American; cheerfulness in old age.




Straw, Broken: rupture of a contract.
Straw, Whole: union.
Strawberry: intoxication; delight; you are delicious;
good luck gift to a woman; Bible, martyrdom;
righteousness.
Strawberry Blossoms; foresight.
Strawberry Tree; esteem, no love.
Sumach Venice; splendor.
Sunflower: adoration; constancy; reverence; respect;
love; homage; devotion; my eyes are only on




Swallow Wort; cure for heartache.
Sweet Basil: good wishes; poverty; hate.
Sweet Briar, American: simplicity.
Sweet Briar, European: I wound to heal.
Sweet Briar, Yellow: decrease of love.
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Sweet Peas delicate pleasure and departure; a
meeting; memory; adieu.
Sweet Sultan; felicity.
Sweet William: gallantry; fineness; dexterity;
memory; perfection.
Sycamore: curiosity; love; fertility; mirth; joy;
tree of life.
Syringa; memory; fraternal love; love; beauty;
plant of Venus.
Tamarisk; crime.
Tansy, Wild: I declare war against you; Easter flower;
emblem of Saint Athanasius.
Teasels misanthropy; I thirst after you.
Teasel, Fullers; misanthropy.
Tendrils of Climbing Plants; ties.
Thistles defiance; surliness; dedicated to Saint
Anthony; Bible, fall of man as connotation
of sorrow and sin.
Thistle, Common; austerity.
Thistle, Scotch; retaliation.
Thorn, Apple; deceitful charms.
Thorn Branch: severity.
Thrift: sympathy.
Throat Wort; neglected beauty.
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Thyme; activity; courage; spontaneous emotions.
Thyme, Wild: you are careless and thoughtless.
Thyrsus: symbol of life; fecundity.
Tiger Flower; for once may pride befriend me.
Tiger Lily: wealth; pride.
Toadstools symbol of good luck.
Travellers Joys safety; rest; playful gaiety.
Tree of Life; old age.
Tree Peony; love; affection; emblem of spring.
Trefoil: revenge.
Tremella Nestoc; resistance.
Trillium Pictums modest beauty.
Truffle s surpris e .
Trumpet Flower; fame.
Tuberoses standing ever aloof and alone; sorrow;
dangerous pleasures; voluptuousness; love;
mistress of the night.
Tulip; many happy years; constancy; charity; perfect
love; imagination; dreaminess.
Tulip, Blacks love finds a way.
Tulip, Red; declaration of love.
Tulip Trees retirement; rural happiness.
Tulip, Varigateds beautiful eyes.
Tulip, Yellow; hopeless love.
Turnip: charity.
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Tussilaged Sweet-Scented: justice shall be done you.
Valerian: an accommodation; disposition; dissimulation;
fatal gift.
Valerian, Greek: rupture.
Venice Sumach; intellectual excellence,
Venus'
s Car: fly with me.
Venus 's Lookinglass: flattery; pride; you are charming
but somewhat haughty.
Verbena (Vervian) : peace; good fortune; regaining
lost affection; enchantment; wish-granting
herb.
Verbena, Scarlet: sensibility.
Verbena, White: pure and guiltless.
Vernal Grass: poor but happy.
Veronicas fidelity; sanctity; emblem of Saint Veronica.
Vervain : enchantment .
Vine; intoxication; peace and plenty; emblem of the
chosen people; symbol of the Redeemer; emblem
of Christain faith; luck; strength; Bible,
refers to the emblem of Christ; birds pictured
within the branches of the vine represent
human souls; symbol of vine conveys the idea
of the union of the true Church with her Lord.
Vine Leaves: mirth; intoxication.
Vine, Wild: poetry; imagination.
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Violet; constancy; timidity; reserve; humility; a
symbol of modesty; innocence; simplicity; I
return your love; good luck gift to a woman;
Bible, humility; "Blessed are the meek: for





Violet, White; purity; candor; modesty.
Violet, Yellow: rural happiness.
Virginia Creeper; ever changing.
Virgin's Bower; final love.
Volkinannia; may you be happy.
Wall Flower: fidelity in adversity; friendship in
adversity; good luck gift to a woman.
Walnut; intellect; stratagem; hard fate; trickery;
bad luck gift to a man.
Walnut Twins; symbol of good luck.
Water Lily; companionship; companionability; purity
of heart; eloquence; persuasion; Bible, charity,
Watermelon; bulkiness.
Waxplant; susceptibility.
Weigela; accept a faithful heart.
Wheat, a Group of, Stems; symbol of Resurrection.
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Wheat Stalk; fruitfulness; riches; Bible, bread of
the Eucharist; bounty of earth; the staff
of life.
Whin: anger.
White Mullein: good nature.
Whortleberry; treason.
Willow; welcome; esteem; meekness; mercy; grace;
serenity; friendship; forsaken; slighted
love; grief; mourning; powers of resurgent
spring; patience; perseverance; Bible, symbol
of the Gospel of Christ because the willow
remains whole no matter how many branches are
cut.
Willow, Creeping; love forsaken.
Willow, French; bravery and humanity.
Willow Herb; pretension.
Willow, Water: freedom.
Wisteria: I cling to thee; welcome; youth; poetry;
emblem of summer.
Witch Hazel: a spell.
Wood Anemones maternal love.
Wood Bines fraternal love.




Xeranthemum: cheerfulness under adversity; eternity;
immortality.
Yarrow; cure for the heartache.
Yew; immortality; sometimes sorrow; resilience; death;
grief; faith; Resurrection; witches tree.
Yggdrasill; Nordic world tree,
Yucca: yours until death.
Zephyr Flower: expectation.




Through my art and with the use of the language
of flowers I have presented my interpretation of the
events of the Church Year in Christian theology. Each
event or season is depicted by a floral painting. On
the following pages I have explained, but not in detail,
the significance of the flowers, their colors and group
ings to help the viewer interpret what I have presented
in my work. I believe that an artist best expresses
himself through his art whether it is painting, music,
or any of the other fine arts. Words to describe the
work can only form a subordinate statement as to what




Advent is the preparation for the coming of
the Christ Child.
The violet magenta background is a symbol for
preparation- and is the color of Advent, The blackish
color over the sand color represents the desert. It
was said, "The desert shall rejoice and blossom as the
rose."
Also, it was said, "There shall come forth a
rod out of the stem of Jesus, and a branch shall grow
out of his
roots." (Isaiah II; I).
The pine wreath symbolizes the Advent wreath,
unity, and eternity in the church. The grapes are a
symbol for humility, the promised land, the Church,
and unity. The fern represents grace, and the holly
is a symbol to announce the coming of Christmas season
and of foresight. The four white rose buds stand for





Christmas is a festival of joy; the birth of
Jesus Christ.
The white border symbolizes light, purity,
innocence, joy, and the Christmas season. The gold in
the painting represents the kingliness of Jesus Christ
and God's kingly office. The light blue background is
a heavenly blue proclaiming the great joy in the
heavens at the birthday of Jesus Christ.
The two poinsettia blossoms are a modern
Christmas symbol of joy. The pine represents the Church
and its everlasting life and growth. The laurel branch
is a symbol for the glory of God and His eternal love.
The palm branches symbolize peace, hope, victory, and
immortality. The mistletoe, a love and pagan symbol,
here stands for the teachings of Jesus to receive the
pagan love and for conversion of the pagans, through
Jesus, to Christianity. The Christmas rose
symbol-- on
cardboard, represents the Nativity because the birth of
Jesus takes place in a lowly place, but the gold makes





Epiphany is the manifestation of the Saviour
to the Gentiles and is symbolized by the visit of the
Magi.
The white -green border represents joy, and
the dark green background with red wash represents life,
hope, growth, immortality, holy zeal, and love
pouring out.
The five daisies symbolize innocence, the
angels, Gherubin and Seraphim. The three birds of
paradise are a symbol for the three gifts and royalty.
The budding and blossoming fruit branches symbolize
happiness and duty through hardship. The white rose
with gold around it represents the Virgin Mary, purity,




Lent is the time in the Chureh year that is
devoted to meditation, the strengthening of faith
through prayer, self-discipline and penitence in prep
aration for Easter.
The dark violet area is a symbol of penitence,
preparation, humiliation, and the passion of Christ.
The lighter violet represents hope, even in darkness.
The barbed wire is a symbol of pain or the human
anguish which Jesus Christ suffered The three silver
circles are symbolic of the three nails used to nail
Jesus to the cross and also of the thirty pieces of
silver that were given to Judas as payment for be
traying Jesus. The glossy surface of the painting
acts like a mirror. It serves to bring the viewer's
reflection into the painting, to make him a part of the
painting. In this case, the viewer becomes the cru
cified or part of the crucifixion.
The Cactus is in a shape of a man. No matter
how much a Cactus suffers or is tortured it still con




Easter is the most joyful festival of the
Christian Church year and commemorates the Resur
rection of Jesus Christ.
The magenta border symbolizes that from the
passion and preparation comes the joy of Easter. The
silver background is a symbol for eloquence.
The white lilies symbolize the Resurrection,
life, spotless beauty, purity, approach to a vision
of God, and "Blessed are the pure in heart, for they
shall see
God."
The palm branches are a symbol for
peace, heaven, hope, victory, spiritual victory,
victory over sin and death, and immortality. The fern
is symbolic of grace, and the green leaves symbolize




Ascensiontide is a great festival commemorating
the bodily ascent of Jesus into heaven on the fortieth
day after his resurrection.
The blue background signifies heaven and truth.
The gold border represents God's kingly office.
The white flowers represent light, purity, and
joy. The calla signifies magnificent beauty. The water
lilies or lotus blossoms are a symbol of spirituality,
perfection, immortality, giver of life, and purity of
heart. The green leaves symbolize life and immortality.





Pentecost is the commemoration of the descent
of the Holy Spirit upon the disciples that were cele
brating the ancient feast of the fiftieth day after
Passover.
The background, dark blue, and the border, red
orange, symbolize the flame into the darkness. The 120
pegs on the border represent the tongues of flame, the
symbol of the Holy Spirit, seen above the heads of the
120 people there at the first Pentecost,
The seven stalks of gladioli represent the
seven gifts of the Holy Spirit. The red color of the
gladioli is symbolic of fire and Christian zeal. The
sunflowers are a symbol of adoration, respect, love,
the soul turning to Christ, homage, and devotion. The
white rose is the symbol of joy, and the white columbine




The Trinity Season proclaims the three-fold
nature of God and marks the second part of the Christ
ian Church year.
The green color of the background and border is
the color of the Trinity Season symbolizing immortality,
growth, and hope. All the flowers are in groups of
three symbolizing the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.
The mass of flowers represent joy and the colors, joy
and life.
The white daisy flowers are a symbol of purity,
jpy, and faithfulness to God. The chrysanthemums in
the painting symbolize happiness, constancy, and long








Conclusion la:) A reasoned judgement or an expression
of one: inference, b;) Logic: the necessary conse
quence of two or more related propositions taken as pre
mises; the inferred proposition of a syllogism or other
form of argument. 2;) Purpose, aim. 3;) The last
part of anything: close, termination, end: a final
decision or settlement: result, outcome. *
In conclusion I maintain that, for me, art and
life can only be concluded with death. Just as flowers
and plants are an essential part in the continuing pro
cess of life, I feel that my art is an essential part
in the continuing process of my life which will not
reach a conclusion until my death. Each day is filled
with new experiences which contribute to my growth and
development as an artist and a person.
Through my work and my experiences to this date
I can say that I love art, painting, flowers, and life.
There is so much joy and happiness to be found in this
world if you know where to look for it. Just as the
flower blooms so does all life.
* Page 471, Webster's Third New International Dictionary.
G & C Merriam Company, Publishers. 1971.
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